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USS Scimitar

Risa Shore Leave Stardate 10808.11

Summary: Everyone is trying to find shops that still have Jamahoron fertility statues in stock in order to fully enjoy their shore leave. After all, who knows how long it'll be before they are called upon again to save the galaxy?

<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>

Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
::wandering down the street casting his mind back to his time in the Tal-War which was the last time he saw Stephanie::
Sara_Sumner says:
::walks slowly along the beach in a rather skimpy bikini, watching the waves::
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::Sits at a bar, sipping his soda, while Lenny runs from one shop to another.::
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
::wandering down the street casting his mind back to the last time he saw Sumner::
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
::heads to the beach, where he heard Sumner might be::
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
::passes a bar nodding to a familiar face he sees inside, pauses, takes three giant steps backward and stops::
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::slowly takes another sip and sighs::
Sara_Sumner says:
::finds a spot and tosses down her towel, laying in the warm sun:: Self: Ahhhh...
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
::suddenly decides he needs a drink and steps into the bar::
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
::sees Sumner in the distance and heads over, admiring her body better and better as he gets closer::
Sara_Sumner says:
::props herself on her elbows, seeing Thalev approach:: Thalev: Well hello, Sailor boy.
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::Gets a creepy feeling he's being watched and shivers::
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
::approaches the familiar figure, sits down and orders a scotch::
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::Frowns and looks to his left, pauses for a moment, then all of a sudden speaks.:: Ethan: Ethan? Well what a surprise... ::starts to smile.:: What brings you to Risa?
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
Sumner: Sailor... oh never mind. I'm too busy admiring your new bathing costume. ::sits next to her on a spare bit of towel::
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: Believe it or not... shore leave. ::grins::
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
Ethan: Hehe, good for you.... yes... good for you. So how is the old Tugb... err... Scimitar lately?
Sara_Sumner says:
::shifts so that he can sit comfortably:: Thalev: I bet... ::flips over onto her stomach so that he can admire the other side::
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
::doesn't hide the fact he looks over her body before turning his head to the sea:: Sara: Nice view, isn't it.
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: Still in one piece... though since you left we've had a rather high turnover of staff in the medical department.
Sara_Sumner says:
::lets her eyes dance over Thalev:: Thalev: It is.
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::Frowns:: Ethan: Oh... how come? I mean, from the stories I hear from all these retired crewmembers, the Scimitar has one of the finest sickbays in the fleet. In fact... from time to time I must admit, I miss being there.
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: Oh the sickbay isn't the problem... it's getting people to stay there. It seems that most of the CMO's we've had since you left haven't had the stomach to handle some of the... oddities, that we've thrown at them recently.
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
::looks back to her:: Sara: When you dry up, you want to go and get a drink?
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::starts to grin:: Ethan: Oddities ha... I guess the morgue was one big party place then?
Sara_Sumner says:
Thalev: Sure, but first... ::gets to her knees and slips her arms around his neck, kissing him gently:: Thalev: I can't tell you how much I missed you.
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
::grins again:: Zoran: Remember when we had the "revolving door" policy on the morgue? ::laughs::
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
Sara: Perhaps you can show me... I'm sure we can communicate somehow...
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::Starts laughing.:: Ethan: All to well my old friend, all to well... ::Downs his soda, slams the glass on the bar and sighs. ::The good old days. So your current Chief must have a hell of a job with that, is it not?
Sara_Sumner says:
::laughs and hugs him close:: Thalev: Not on the beach, Thalev.
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: Actually, at the moment... ::clears his throat and mumbles:: We don't have one.
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
Sara: No, far too much sand. ::kisses her forehead and gets up, offering a hand to help her up::
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::Looks somewhat surprised.:: Ethan: Oh... err.. you don't?
Sara_Sumner says:
::takes the hand and gets to her feet, wrapping her towel around her waist:: Thalev: Shall we?
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
::puts his arm around her lower back and starts walking with her:: Sara: I saw this bar on the main street. Looks interesting.
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: Not at the moment, we're supposed to be getting a replacement sent from SFC but we haven't been in one place long enough for one to find us.
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
Sara: Which, for me to say, is REALLY saying something.
Sara_Sumner says:
::smiles:: Thalev: Do they have beer pong?
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
Ethan: I see... ::Gets lost in thought briefly.::
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
::manages a smile:: Sara: They will have in 5 minutes, knowing the Scimitars current reigning champ.
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
::changes the subject:: Zoran: How's Lenny?
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
Ethan: Wha? Oh... she's fine... ::Motions around.:: She's running around somewhere, shopping obviously. ::Smiles::
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
Sara: It's so good to have you back, Natalie. I missed you so much. I still can't get over the fact you are back.
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: I'd probably be worried if she wasn't. ::grins::
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::chuckles:: Ethan: Well... she HAS been bugging me lately with this thought of a family... you know... little munchkins and all... but I don't know.
Sara_Sumner says:
::grins and hugs him again:: Thalev: It's so good to be back... I though I'd go crazy without you.
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
Sara: I almost did, with what went on here. I explained in a letter, I think.. about O'Ryans planet? ::turns onto the main street::
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: Well with the amount of time you have on your hands at the moment, maybe having a couple of rugrats wouldn't be such a bad thing. ::grins::
Sara_Sumner says:
::keeps walking with him and nods:: Thalev: I recall. I'm sorry I wasn't around to help.
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::shakes his head.:: Ethan: No Ethan, no. Somehow I do not think I would be able to be bound like that. I mean... I still have so many things to do... I want to do. ::Looks up:: There's a lot of... you know... space still out there....
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
::smiles:: Sara: I wish I could have been there to help you with your own demons. ::steps into the bar and sees a familiar face::
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
Zoran: Hello, old friend.
Sara_Sumner says:
::gives him a squeeze and smiles at the Captain:: Ethan: Hello, Captain.
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::Looks over his shoulder:: Thalev: Well hello there. ::Smiles.:: Look at you, how are you my friend. ::Checks out Sara and leans over to Thalev.:: And who's the cutie?
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
Zoran: I'd like to introduce you to someone special to me; finally made me understand your decision to leave... This is Sara Sumner. Sara: This is Zoran Abmeraz, a previous CMO that used to stitch the sanity together.
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: Trust me, I've been very tempted to take the Scimitar and go explore a bit but you remember what happened last time I did that... ::turns and sees the 2 newcomers:: Thalev/Sara: Good evening folks.
Sara_Sumner says:
::smiles at Zoran and extends a hand:: Zoran: A pleasure to meet you, Zoran.
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::nods at Ethan, then turns his attention to Sara, taking her hand and softly sneaking a little kiss on the top of her hand.:: Sara: No, no, the pleasure is all mine.
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
::grins at Zoran:: Zoran: Same old... same old
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::snaps back to reality and lets go of Sara's hand:: Thalev: Excuse me... I just... couldn't resist.
Sara_Sumner says:
::smiles softly, almost a smirk, and takes a seat at the bar::
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
::laughs into his drink::
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
Zoran: Beer Pong? You'll never beat her...
Sara_Sumner says:
::laughs and orders a rum:: Thalev: No pong today, just want to relax with you
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
Thalev: Then I'll wisely and respectfully decline at the moment. But please, take a seat, I'll buy you all a drink. ::turns:: Bartender: Bartender... Could you take the order from these fine people please?
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
Zoran: Well, I hope to see you again before we head out of here. ::moves with Sara towards a more private table::
Sara_Sumner says:
::takes her rum and moves with Thalev, nodding to Zoran::
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::nods:: Thalev: Perhaps we will... I would like that... have fun you two.
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
::loud enough for Zoran to hear:: Ethan: Don't forget to tell him about Lorianna...
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
::smirks at his XO:: Thalev: Nyaahhhhh shaddap!
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::Looks at Ethan and frowns.:: Ethan: Lorianna? Please do explain...
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
::sits with Sara:: Sara: You have something on your mind? ::pauses trying to think of an intimate pet name to finish the sentence but leaves it hanging::
Sara_Sumner says:
::shakes her head lightly, sipping her rum before taking his hand:: Thalev: Not really, just adjusting to being back. Wondering if I'm up for it, that sort of thing.
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
Sara: Well, if your fighter performance was anything to go by, you'll be fine.
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: Long story short... Amazonian captain from a parallel universe falls through some kind of rift, ends up in our space, the trip killed her physical body but her consciousness was transferred to her ships computer and stayed there for a few hundred years until we found her.
Sara_Sumner says:
::smiles, having fond memories of the fighter experience::
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::Looks somewhat puzzled.:: Ethan: Err... are you talking about this.... entity that was in our computers? I recall something with a holodeck... thing... It's vaguely familiar.
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
Sara: There's that smile again. ::smiles himself:: I was at first nervous about seeing you out there, but I think I got used to it now.
Sara_Sumner says:
Thalev: So, do you like the new bikini?
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: Yeah that's the one... Thalev there thinks we're having some strange holographic relationship with each other but it's nothing of the sort. ::smiles::
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
Sara: New bikini? I must admit, I was looking everywhere else but... ::looks a bit shy::
Sara_Sumner says:
::laughs, almost a giggle, sipping her rum:: Thalev: Perfect.
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
Ethan: I think you need to get checked up or something... You should get your self a new Chief of the medical staff... someone who is competent of course... try looking for one of my level... one who... knows... you.
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: Well I can only think of one person who would fit that bill. ::grins::
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: Well... two actually.
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::Fails to return that grin and looks to his soda for a moment, then downs it.:: Ethan: And who might that be?
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: Well one of them was the Chief Medical Officer on the USS Tal-War when I served there... but she's already assigned elsewhere...
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::nods:: Ethan: I bet she was. Tal-War... That was an Akira class too, right? Or... err... still is I hope.
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: She was last time we bumped into her.
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::Chuckles:: Ethan: How many times do people have to tell you that Starships are not bumper cars? ::Manages a grin now.::
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: What can I say... I wasn't at the helm.
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
Sara: How was it, back on Earth. I know you've been a bit… hesitant to talk about it, but if you ever need to... ::the ending to the sentence is clear::
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::Looks around.:: Ethan: How long will the Scimitar be docked here at Risa?
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: Given Starfleet Commands penchant for sending us out on random missions at random intervals, it could be anywhere from 2 hours to 2 weeks.
Sara_Sumner says:
::smiles and sets down her glass:: Thalev: Thank you, Thalev. I'm sure I'll take you up on that sometime, but today I just want to relax with you.
Host Thalev_Idrani says:
Sara: Then another drink? ::half gets up::
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::nods:: Ethan: Where's she docked... if I could... I mean... I would love to see her again one more time... could I?
Sara_Sumner says:
::Shakes her head, not wanting to get too woozy::
Host Ethan_MacAllister says:
Zoran: You'd be more than welcome... as long as you realise that if we get called out while you're still aboard, you're stuck there. ::grins::
Zoran_Abmeraz says:
::nods:: Ethan: I realise that. Let me find Lenny. I am sure she would like to see her old post too. I'll meet you back here in about hour, will that be okay?

Scene: The crew continue their shoreleave on the beautiful planet of Risa. Drinks are downed, the usual business.

<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>
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